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Abstract The Scattering and Neutrino Detector at the LHC
(SND@LHC) started taking data at the beginning of Run 3
of the LHC. The experiment is designed to perform measure-
ments with neutrinos produced in proton-proton collisions at
the LHC in an energy range between 100 GeV and 1 TeV.
It covers a previously unexplored pseudo-rapidity range of
7.2 < η < 8.4. The detector is located 480 m downstream of
the ATLAS interaction point in the TI18 tunnel. It comprises
a veto system, a target consisting of tungsten plates inter-
leaved with nuclear emulsion and scintillating fiber (SciFi)
trackers, followed by a muon detector (UpStream, US and
DownStream, DS). In this article we report the measurement
of the muon flux in three subdetectors: the emulsion, the SciFi
trackers and the DownStream Muon detector. The muon flux
per integrated luminosity through an 18×18 cm2 area in the
emulsion is:

1.5 ± 0.1(stat) × 104 fb/cm2.

The muon flux per integrated luminosity through a 31×31 cm2

area in the centre of the SciFi is:
2.06 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.12(sys) × 104fb/cm2

The muon flux per integrated luminosity through a 52×52 cm2

area in the centre of the downstream muon system is:
2.35 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.10(sys) × 104 fb/cm2

The total relative uncertainty of the measurements by the
electronic detectors is 6% for the SciFi and 4% for the
DS measurement. The Monte Carlo simulation prediction
of these fluxes is 20–25% lower than the measured values.

a e-mail: simona.ilieva.ilieva@cern.ch (corresponding author)

1 Introduction 1

The SND@LHC detector [1] is designed to perform mea- 2

surements with high energy neutrinos (100 GeV–1 TeV) pro- 3

duced in proton-proton collisions at the LHC in the forward 4

pseudo-rapidity region 7.2 < η < 8.4. It is a compact, stand- 5

alone experiment located 480 m away from the ATLAS inter- 6

action point (IP1) in the TI18 tunnel, where it is shielded 7

from collision debris by around 100 m of rock and concrete. 8

The signal events for the experiment are neutrino interac- 9

tions [2] and searches for dark matter scatterings. However, 10

the majority of recorded events consists of muons arriving 11

from the particles produced in proton-proton collisions at 12

IP1. Since these muons are the main source of background 13

for the neutrino search, it was necessary to do a measurement 14

of the muon flux in the SND@LHC detector. 15

2 Detector 16

Figure 1 shows the SND@LHC detector. The electronic 17

detectors provide the time stamp of the neutrino interaction, 18

preselect the interaction region while the vertex is recon- 19

structed using tracks in the emulsion. The veto system is 20

used to tag muons and other charged particles entering the 21

detector from the IP1 direction. 22

123
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Fig. 1 Schematic layout of the SND@LHC detector. The pseudo-
rapidity η values are the limits for particles hitting the lower left and the
upper right corner of the ECC. The side view includes an illustration

of a passing-through muon with hits in all subdetectors. For a view of
the x − y ranges covered by the SciFi and the muon DS system see
Figs. 7 and 8

The veto system comprises two parallel planes of scintil-23

lating bars. Each plane consists of seven 1 × 6 × 42 cm3
24

vertically stacked bars of plastic scintillator.25

The target section contains five walls. Each wall consists26

of four units (‘bricks’) of Emulsion Cloud Chambers (ECC)27

and is followed by a scintillating fiber (SciFi) station for28

tracking.29

Each SciFi station consists of one horizontal and one ver-30

tical 39 × 39 cm2 plane. Each plane comprises six staggered31

layers of 250 µm diameter polystyrene-based scintillating32

fibers. The single particle spatial resolution in one plane is33

∼150 µm and the time resolution for a particle crossing both34

x and y planes is about 250 ps.35

The muon system consists of two parts: the first five36

stations (UpStream, US), and the last three stations37

(DownsStream (DS), see Fig. 1). Each US station consists of38

10 stacked horizontal scintillator bars of 82.5 × 6 × 1 cm3,39

resulting in a coarse y view. A DS station consists of two40

layers of thinner bars measuring 82.5 × 1 × 1 cm3, arranged41

in alternating x and y planes, allowing for a spatial resolution42

in each axis of less than 1 cm. The eight scintillator stations43

are interleaved with 20 cm thick iron blocks. Events with hits44

in the DS detector and the SciFi tracker are used to identify45

muons.46

A right-handed coordinate system is used, with z along47

the nominal proton-proton collision axis and pointing away48

from IP1, x pointing away from the centre of the LHC, and49

y vertically aligned and pointing upwards.50

All signals exceeding preset thresholds are read out by the51

front-end electronics and clustered in time to form events. A52

software noise filter is applied to the events online, result-53

ing in negligible detector deadtime and negligible loss in54

signal efficiency. Events satisfying certain topological crite-55

ria, such as the presence of hits in several detector planes,56

are read out. At the highest instantaneous luminosity in 202257

(2.5×1034 cm−2 s−1) this generated a rate of around 5.4 kHz.58

3 Data and Monte Carlo simulations 59

3.1 Data sample 60

3.1.1 Emulsion 61

The data used in the analysis of the emulsion was from a 62

brick that was irradiated during the (LHC commissioning) 63

period 7th May–26th July 2022. The integrated luminosity 64

for this period was 0.5 fb−1. 65

3.1.2 Electronic detectors 66

During the production 13.6 TeV proton physics period 67

in 2022 SND@LHC recorded an integrated luminosity of 68

36.8 fb−1. This amounts to 95% of the total 38.7 fb−1 deliv- 69

ered luminosity at IP1, as reported by ATLAS [3]. We used 70

two runs (see Table 1) from this data for the muon flux mea- 71

surement using the electronic detectors. 72

3.1.3 Muons not from beams colliding in IP1 73

For the calculation of the muon flux, we are only interested in 74

the muons that come from pp collisions in IP1. The LHC fill- 75

ing scheme specifies which bunches cross at different inter- 76

action points and which bunches of Beam 1 and Beam 2 77

are circulating in the LHC without colliding.1 Since the 78

SND@LHC detector is 480 m away from IP1, there is a phase 79

shift between the filling scheme and the SND@LHC event 80

timestamp. The phase adjustments for both beams are deter- 81

mined by finding the maximum overlap with SND@LHC 82

event rates. The synchronized bunch structure then allows us 83

to determine whether an event is associated with a collision at 84

IP1, whether it originates from Beam 1 without colliding in 85

1 The clockwise circulating beam is denoted Beam 1, while the counter
clockwise circulating beam is denoted Beam 2 [4].
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Table 1 List of the two selected SND@LHC 2022 data runs. The runs are chosen to have large event counts, high delivered luminosity, isolated
LHC bunches of Beam 2 passing without collisions, and different LHC filling schemes

LHC fill
number

Integrated
luminosity
[fb−1]

Mean number of
interactions
at IP1 per bunch
crossing

SND@LHC
run number

Recorded events
by SND@LHC
[106]

Date,
year 2022

Duration
[h]

8088 0.337 35.2 4705 71 3 Aug 12.5

8297 0.529 45.4 5086 101 20 Oct 19.8

IP1, or whether it originates from Beam 2 without colliding86

in IP2. For the determination of the muon flux, the latter two87

contributions have to be subtracted from the total number of88

recorded muons associated with IP1 collisions [5]. The muon89

contribution from IP2 collisions is negligible given the small90

difference in the event rates associated with circulation of91

non-colliding Beam 2 bunches and IP2 collisions.92

3.2 Monte Carlo simulations93

The pp event generation was done with DPMJet (Dual Par-94

ton Model) [6]. The subsequent muon production from the pp95

collisions was simulated with Fluka [7]. The propagation of96

collision debris in the LHC towards the SND@LHC detec-97

tor was done using the LHC Fluka model [8]. The particle98

transport was stopped at a 1.8×1.8 m2 scoring plane, located99

in the rock about 60 m upstream of SND@LHC. This dataset100

consists of particles from 200 × 106 pp collisions simulated101

with LHC Run 3 beam conditions.102

The propagation of muons from the scoring plane to the103

detector and their interactions were modelled with a Geant4104

simulation [9] of SND@LHC and its surroundings.105

4 Track finding and fitting methods for the electronic106

detectors107

Most muons traveling from IP1 towards SND@LHC leave108

straight tracks in the detector. Two track-finding methods109

were implemented in the SND@LHC software framework.110

One of them makes use of a custom track-finding solu-111

tion that minimizes the residuals between measured points112

and a straight-line track candidate, denoted Simple Track-113

ing (ST). The other tracking approach employs the Hough114

transform [10] pattern recognition method and is referred to115

as Hough Transform (HT). In both cases, the track fitting is116

done using the Kalman filter method in the GENFIT pack-117

age [11].118

Since the SciFi and DS detectors have a different granu-119

larity and the acceptance of the DS is 2.4 times larger than120

that of the SciFi, the muon flux is determined independently121

in these two detector subsystems.122

Table 2 SciFi and DS tracking efficiencies for simple and Hough trans-
form tracking methods

System Tracking algorithm Tracking efficiency

SciFi Simple tracking
Hough transform

0.868 ± 0.009
0.956 ± 0.007

DS Simple tracking
Hough transform

0.937 ± 0.007
0.944 ± 0.009

Track building in these subsystems is done separately in 123

the horizontal x − z and vertical y − z plane. The final three 124

dimensional track is built by combining the horizontal and 125

vertical tracks [5]. 126

The tracking efficiency in each detector and for each of 127

the tracking methods is estimated using data (see Table 2). 128

The uncertainty of the efficiency is evaluated as three times 129

the standard deviation of tracking efficiency values over 130

1×1 cm2 x − y detector coordinate bins. The HT method 131

has a better efficiency and it is used as the baseline for this 132

analysis. 133

5 Angular distribution in the electronic detectors 134

Most muons reaching SND@LHC have tracks with small 135

angles with respect to the z axis, see Figs. 2 and 3. The main 136

peak corresponds to the source at IP1. This peak has large tails 137

due to multiple scattering along the 480 m path from IP1 to 138

SND@LHC. The structures at negative slopes originate from 139

beam-gas interactions. As shown in Fig. 4, after selecting 140

SND@LHC events corresponding to non-colliding Beam 2 141

bunches and no present bunches of Beam 1 (B2noB1), almost 142

all reconstructed tracks have negative x − z slopes. Track 143

direction studies based on detector hit timing show that par- 144

ticles with reconstructed tracks in such B2noB1 events enter 145

the detector from the back (see Fig. 5). Therefore, the origin 146

of these particles must be downstream of the DS stations. 147

Figure 6 shows the angles of SciFi tracks in the x−z plane 148

in the range of very small angles (−0.02 < tan θxz < 0.02). 149

The angular distance between the two slightly shifted peaks is 150

about 5 mrad. A similar structure is seen in the emulsion data 151

(see Fig. 10) and the Monte Carlo simulation (see Fig. 14). 152
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Fig. 2 SciFi track slopes of reconstructed tracks. The slopes in the
horizontal x − z plane (tan θxz) and in the vertical y − z plane (tan θyz)
are derived from the differences of the track coordinates between the
first and the last track point in the detector

Fig. 3 DS track slopes of reconstructed tracks. The slopes in the hori-
zontal x − z plane (tan θxz) and in the vertical y − z plane (tan θyz) are
derived from the differences of the track coordinates between the first
and the last track point in the detector

From the Fluka simulation it is known that muons in the153

main peak originate at IP1 and muons in the other peak are154

from particle (pion and kaon) decays at various locations [5].155

6 Muon flux in the electronic detectors156

The muon flux is defined as the number of reconstructed157

tracks per corresponding IP1 integrated luminosity and unit158

detector area. The number of tracks is corrected for the track-159

ing efficiency.160

The muon flux in the SciFi and DS detectors is esti-161

mated in an area with uniform tracking efficiency [5]. For the162

Fig. 4 SciFi track slopes for data events in sync with B2noB1 LHC
bunches

Fig. 5 Track separation by particle propagation direction using SciFi
tracks. The black curve corresponds to tracks reconstructed in all events.
The blue curve corresponds to tracks in events of non-colliding Beam 1
bunches and no present bunches of Beam 2 (B1noB2). The cyan curve
is for events of non-colliding Beam 2 bunches and no present bunches
of Beam 1 (B2noB1) bunches. Tracks of particles moving from the DS
towards the SciFi (backward going tracks), must have 1/v − 1/c values
around −2/c or − 0.067 (cm/ns)−1. For each track, the value 1/v is
obtained from a straight line fit to a plot of position difference versus
timing difference between each track point and its first upstream point
in the SciFi detector

SciFi this is the area between −42 cm ≤ x ≤ −11 cm and 163

18 cm ≤ y ≤ 49 cm (31×31 cm2, see Fig. 7). For the 164

DS this is the area between −54 cm ≤ x ≤ −2 cm and 165

12 cm ≤ y ≤ 64 cm (52×52 cm2, see Fig. 8). 166

6.1 Systematic uncertainties 167

The Monte Carlo simulation has shown that there are differ- 168

ences in the tracking performance of ST and HT depending 169
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Fig. 6 Angles of SciFi tracks in the x − z plane. The two peaks are
fitted with a two Gaussian function

Fig. 7 Distribution of SciFi tracks at the most upstream detector plane.
The distribution is normalized to unit integral. The red border delimits
the region considered for the SciFi muon flux measurement

on the energy spectrum (20% for SciFi and 10% for DS,170

see [5]). Because of this dependence, the choice of tracking171

method introduces a bias in the flux result as it gives prefer-172

ence to muons in certain energy bins. However, the energy173

spectrum of the data is unknown, and hence the bias can not174

be determined. For this reason, the difference of the muon175

fluxes obtained for tracks built with the ST and HT methods176

is assigned to a systematic uncertainty.177

Since the tracking efficiency directly enters the muon flux178

estimate, its uncertainty is assigned to a systematic uncer-179

tainty.180

Fig. 8 Distribution of DS tracks at the most upstream detector plane.
The distribution is normalized to unit integral. Horizontal stripes of
lower counts in the central part of the detector are caused by scintillator
bar inefficiencies. The red border delimits the region considered for the
DS muon flux measurement

Table 3 Relative magnitude of the sources of systematic uncertainty
for the muon flux measurement: luminosity, fluctuations of the tracking
efficiency in different x − y detector regions, and the choice of tracking
method

System Luminosity
uncertainty
[%]

Tracking
efficiency
[%]

Choice of
tracking method
[%]

SciFi 2.2 2.2 4.8

DS 2.2 2.9 2.0

The third source of systematic uncertainty is the integrated 181

luminosity for an LHC fill, whose value is used to normal- 182

ize the muon flux. The ATLAS collaboration reports a 2.2% 183

uncertainty in the integrated luminosity for data recorded in 184

2022 [3]. 185

The systematic uncertainties per source are given in 186

Table 3 for the SciFi and the DS. For the SciFi the domi- 187

nant source of uncertainty is the choice of tracking method, 188

while for the DS muon detector it is the tracking efficiency. 189

The total systematic uncertainty is the quadrature sum of the 190

uncertainties for all sources. 191

6.2 Results 192

The muon flux per integrated luminosity for SciFi and DS 193

are presented in Table 4, together with the statistical and 194

systematic uncertainties. The DS muon flux is larger than the 195

SciFi flux because of the non-uniform distribution of tracks 196

in the vertical direction (see Figs. 7 and 8) and the difference 197
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Table 4 Muon flux in the SciFi and the DS detectors

System Muon flux [104 fb/cm2]

SciFi 2.06 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.12(sys.)

DS 2.35 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.10(sys.)

Fig. 9 Layout of the SND@LHC emulsion target. The brick instru-
mented emulsions is highlighted, showing a layout of its inner structure
along its depth

in acceptance. The total relative uncertainty is 6% for the198

SciFi measurement and 4% for the DS.199

7 Muon flux in the emulsion200

During the commissioning phase of the LHC, a reduced target201

was instrumented with a single brick to establish whether202

the occupancy of the emulsion could be determined, thus203

providing input for the analysis of future targets.204

7.1 Detector layout and track reconstruction205

Figure 9 shows the layout of Emulsion Target 0 that took the206

data used in this analysis. The ECC brick was located in the207

third wall, in the position closest to the line of sight in the208

transverse plane.209

After development and scanning, the data reconstruction210

was performed with the FEDRA ROOT C++ library [12]. The211

films were aligned in the reference system of the ECC brick212

and the tracks in the emulsion target were reconstructed [13].213

7.2 Angular distribution214

The angular distribution of the tracks reconstructed in the215

emulsion is shown in Fig. 10. The presence of a second peak216

in the x − z component can be seen. Fitting the distribution217

of the angle in the x − z plane with a two Gaussian function218

results in a distance between the peaks of ∼ 6 mrad. The219

Fig. 10 Angles of emulsion tracks in the x − z plane. The two peaks
are fitted with a two Gaussian function

Fig. 11 Distribution of tracks at the most upstream film in each 1cm2

cell, corrected for reconstruction efficiency. The red border represents
the region considered for measuring the average density. The coordi-
nates on the axes are local coordinates on the surface of the brick

angular distribution with two peaks is similar to that observed 220

with the electronic detectors in Fig. 6. 221

7.3 Results 222

The spatial density of the reconstructed tracks, after cor- 223

recting for the tracking efficiency [13], is shown in Fig. 11. 224

In the region represented within the red border, the track 225

density is 7.7 ± 0.6 (stat) × 103 cm−2. For the lumi- 226

nosity integrated in the emulsion target during the expo- 227

sure time, the track density corresponds to a muon flux of 228

1.5 ± 0.1 (stat) × 104 fb/cm2. 229
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Table 5 Muon flux in the SciFi and the DS detectors in identical detec-
tor areas: −42 cm ≤ x ≤ −11 cm and 18 cm ≤ y ≤ 49 cm

System Muon flux [104 fb/cm2]
same fiducial area

SciFi 2.06 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.12(sys.)

DS 2.02 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.08(sys.)

Fig. 12 SciFi tracks in data (red) and Monte Carlo simulation (blue) as
a function of y. The dotted red lines indicate the y coordinate boundaries
of the detector regions selected for the flux estimation. Each distribution
is normalized to unit integral

8 Cross checks230

As a cross check of the dependence of the muon flux on the231

acceptance, the muon flux was also estimated using the SciFi232

x−y region as acceptance for the electronic subdetectors (see233

Table 5). In this case, the relative difference between the two234

measurements is 2%.235

The muon flux measured with the SciFi detector is higher236

than the result obtained from the analysis of the ECC brick237

(see Sect. 7.2). This is due to the vertical gradient of the238

flux. In order to perform a reliable comparison, the data239

from the SciFi in the same region in the transverse plane240

of the ECC was used for analysis. The resulting muon flux241

is 1.6 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.10(sys) fb/cm2, consistent with the242

measurement obtained from emulsion.243

9 Monte Carlo simulation expectation244

The non-uniform distribution of tracks in the vertical direc-245

tion in data (see Figs. 7 and 8) is also present in the Monte246

Carlo simulation (see Figs. 12 and 13). This is due to the247

complex magnetic field in the LHC. The larger fluctuations248

in the simulation are due to limited statistics. The few outlier249

Fig. 13 DS tracks in data (red) and Monte Carlo simulation (blue) as a
function of y. The dotted red lines indicate the y coordinate boundaries
of the detector regions selected for the flux estimation. Each distribution
is normalized to unit integral

Fig. 14 Simulated SciFi track slopes in the horizontal plane. The
region around a few milliradian shows two peaks, which are fitted with
a two Gaussian function

data points in the DS (see Fig. 13) are due to inefficient bars 250

(see also Fig. 8). 251

The two peaks in the angular distribution of the tracks 252

observed in data (see Figs. 6 and 10) are also visible in the 253

MC simulation at a distance of 5.5 mrad (see Fig. 14). 254

The flux values obtained from the electronic detectors 255

using data are between 20 and 25% larger than those obtained 256

from the Monte Carlo simulation (see Table 6). 257

There are many physics processes underlying the produc- 258

tion of muons from pp collisions, the production of muons
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Table 6 Comparison between the muon flux obtained from data and Monte Carlo simulation

System Sample Muon flux [104 fb/cm2] 1 − sim
data [%]

SciFi Data 2.06 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.12(sys.) 22 ± 9

Sim 1.60 ± 0.05(stat.) ± 0.19(sys.)

DS Data 2.35 ± 0.01(stat.) ± 0.10(sys.) 24 ± 9

Sim 1.79 ± 0.03(stat.) ± 0.15(sys.)

through decays of non-interacting pions and kaons, as well as259

their transportation through magnetic elements of the LHC260

and several hundred meters of rock. Given this complexity261

and the fact that the three stages are simulated with different262

Monte Carlo programs, each with an associated uncertainty263

ranging from 10 to 200%, the agreement between the predic-264

tion by the Monte Carlo simulation and the measured flux is265

remarkable.266

10 Conclusion267

The muon flux at SND@LHC is measured using three268

independent tracking detectors: ECC, SciFi and the DS.269

The analyzed data samples were taken during the 2022270

LHC proton run. The muon flux per integrated lumi-271

nosity through an 18×18 cm2 area of one ECC brick is272

1.5±0.1(stat)×104 fb/cm2. The measured muon flux using273

the SciFi and a 31×31 cm2 area between274

−42 cm ≤ x ≤ −11 cm and 18 cm ≤ y ≤ 49 cm is275

2.06 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.12(sys) × 104 fb/cm2. With the DS276

muon detector and a 52×52 cm2 area, the muon flux is277

2.35 ± 0.01(stat) ± 0.10(sys) × 104 fb/cm2. The difference278

between the estimates is due to a vertical gradient of the flux279

and the different areas of acceptance of SciFi and DS. The280

total relative uncertainty of the electronic detectors results281

is 6% for the SciFi and 4% for the DS measurement. When282

considering the same area of acceptance for SciFi and ECC,283

or for SciFi and DS, the measured muon fluxes are in good284

agreement.285
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